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It’s a pleasure to be here today.  I’m going to be talking broadly about flood risks in the nation’s capital, and also speak about recent steps to improve the levee system that protects against river flooding.Before I get much further, let me say a few things about the National Capital Planning Commission. We are the federal government’s central planning agency in the national capital region, and have responsibilities for reviewing federal projects in the region, for developing a comprehensive plan and policies for federal activities and we work on a number of special initiatives, many of them in the Monumental Core.  Many of the projects that we work on are utilizing our skill as a facilitator, working with many federal agencies and with local governments to discuss shared issues, and that certainly has been the case with river flooding and stormwater flooding
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mapping
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My discussion today focuses on flooding in the monumental core of Washington DC.   My agency has been working on two work areas. First, in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, the US Army Corps of Engineers found that the levee system along the National Mall was not adequate to meet their standards, and as a consequence, FEMA then issued new draft floodplain maps resulting from these findings, so federal and private sector buildings are now in a floodplain designation.   Completing improvements to certify the Mall levee is critical to address real river flooding risks and to remove the costly floodplain designations.  This will be the focus of my comments todaySecond, For two straight days in June of 2006, torrential rain fell on the Washington region, causing flooding in many parts of the region, including the monumental core. During that storm, a number of federal buildings, museums, and streets flooded, resulting in significant damage.  This stormwater related flooding has been another major NCPC project.Flooding is a risk to the resources in Washington DC, a financial risk for property damage, and a security risk given the concentration of key federal functions in the city.Today, I ‘ll provide a background of flooding issues in Washington and the initiatives that federal agencies and local government agncies, including NCPC, are involved in to address flooding



Flooding Risks

 Geographic
 At confluence of 2 major rivers
 Three buried streams

 Sea level rise exacerbates risk & 
damage
 Due to climate change and subsidence 
 For all types of floods

 Structural Limitations
 Sewer system capacity
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Washington’s geography, topography, and hydrology all play a role in flooding risks.Washington is located where the Potomac and Anacostia Rivers merge.  The topography includes three buried waterways, broad floodplains, and relatively flat elevations.  Much of the National Mall was originally underwater.  All of which makes the monumental core, highly vulnerable to periodic flooding.  Urbanization increases impervious surfaces, reduces vegetation, and exacerbates flooding and stormwater runoff through the entire watershed.  This problem is especially acute, because the monumental core is downstream in the watershed.  Sea level rise, approximately 1 foot in the Chesapeake Bay, exacerbates the risks for both urban and overbank flooding.  As an example, the flooding for Hurricane Isabel was much worse than an unnamed 1933 hurricane, almost identical in characteristics to Isabel.  Some researchers believe that sea level rise caused Isabel’s flooding to be more severe. Last, because downtown DC is served by a older sewer system stormwater capacity is limited.  In heavy rain, there is just no where for the water to go.



Understanding Flood Risks

 Geographic Factors
 At confluence of 2 major rivers
 Three buried streams and high water table
 Development in floodplains
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Washington’s hidden hydrology is particularly fascinating.Washington historically had at least three major streams – the Tiber, the James, and Slash Creek – that were essentially used as open cesspools until they were enclosed as permanent sewers.Research has demonstrated that groundwater still flows toward the gravely old river beds, infiltrating sewer pipes and building foundations, requiring some buildings to constantly pump out water, to keep their foundations dry.In addition, because the area surrounding these creeks were originally floodplains, the land is relatively flat, and the water table is not very deep.  Under a portion of the White House lawn, the water table is reportedly only 2 feet below ground level.



Washington, DC Floods

1889 1936

1942 2006
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I would like to briefly review a few historical flood events.  Washington has seen a number of significant floods, but four are notable --.The first flood of record was in 1889.  This photo shows Pennsylvania Avenue flooded.The National Mall, Pennsylvania Ave, and adjacent streets flooded again in 1924. In 1933, the Army Chief of Engineers recommended to Congress that a levee be built to protect downtown Washington from flooding.But it was the Great Flood of 1936, shown in this photo, that led Congress to pass the Flood Control Act, which authorized the levee along the National Mall.Washington flooded again in 1942, and the levee’s temporary closures were constructed for the first time.  The next time the closures would be constructed, would be for Hurricane Isabel (2003).On June 19th 2006, a wet weather pattern started in Washington. From June 25th  through June 27th , there were intense tropical downpours and the downtown area experienced significant flooding. 



Understanding Flood Risks

 Overbank: River-caused
 Tidal: Storm surge-caused
 Urban Drainage (Street) : Sewer capacity-caused
 Interior: Levee-caused

1889 – first flood of record
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There are four types of flood risks in Washington.Overbank Flooding is when the river receives more rain than it can handle, or if the river is blocked and the water can’t flow through.The National Mall Levee was designed to protect Washington from overbank flooding.Tidal flooding is when there is an abnormal rise in water level, before a storm (usually a hurricane) due to storm winds and low atmospheric pressure.The levee would also protect DC against storm surge flooding.Urban drainage flooding, also called interior flooding, is when the sewer system is overloaded past its capacity.Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive strategy for when the system’s capacity is exceeded, and the street floods because there is no place for the water to go.Levee flooding is when the levee blocks the water flowing to the river, and the area behind the levee floods.According to the Corps, this has not been a problem for DC. 



Federal Flood Control
 Federal responsibility since 1927
 National Flood Insurance Program 

 FEMA maps floodplains
• Private development requirements
• Federal development requirements –EO 11988

 Corps designs / builds flood control 
structures

• National Mall Levee 
• NPS constructs temporary closures

 Corps prepares DC Flood Emergency 
Manual
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Here is a little context for legislation and responsibilities related to flooding.  As is the case with many things in the District of Columbia, there are many agencies and it can get complicated! This also only applies to federal agencies – district agencies have a number of responsibilities as well.Only after the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927, and the passage of the Flood Control Act,  did the federal government take responsibility for overbank flood control.The National Flood Insurance Program, as we know it today, was passed in 1968.  It’s goal is to reduce flood damage losses, and minimize disruption to the floodplain’s natural functions. The Flood Insurance Program directs FEMA to develop Flood Insurance Rate Maps, called FIRMs, to delineate the floodway and the floodplain. The maps are developed with the local government’s involvement. Buildings within the floodplain are required to obtain flood insurance. Development in the floodplain must also meet local restrictions that have been approved by FEMA.For federal development Executive Order 11988 was implemented in 1977 to hold federal agencies to a higher standard than the National Flood Insurance Program.The EO affirms that the federal government should not encourage floodplain development, in any of its actions or funding.  While federal agencies are not required to get insurance, since the federal government is self-insuring, they are required to meet certain building construction requirements.The Army Corp of Engineers is tasked with designing and building flood control structures. 



National Mall Levee

 Designed to protect against Potomac 
overbank flooding

 Authorized in 1936 after Great Flood
 Operational by 1940
 Temporary closures for 3 segments
 23rd & P Streets
 17th Street
 Fort McNair
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So let’s start with river flooding.  In the Monumental Core, overbank flood protection is provide by a levee system.  Congress authorized a levee along the National Mall to protect Washington from flooding from the Potomac River.  The Corps built the levee and it was in operation by 1940.DC flooded again in 1942.  As a result, in 1946, Congress authorized improvements to be made to the levee, but it did not fund the improvements.Currently, the levee requires 3 temporary closures to complete the line of protection. The National Park Service is responsible for constructing the closures in the Mall portion of the levee.  DC EMA is responsible for the Fort McNair closure.



Flood Control: Monumental Core Levee
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The Potomac Park Levee system is intended to protect the monumental core and includes levees at the National Mall, also known as the Potomac Park Levee System.The Potomac Park Levee System consists of an earthen berm that extends from 23rd Street to 17th Street, along the north side of the Reflecting Pool, as shown here in blue. Currently, the levee requires 3 temporary closures to complete the line of protection: at 17th Street, 23rd Street and Fort McNair. The National Park Service uses a combination of sandbags, Jersey barriers and an earthen dam to fill low-lying areas at 23rd and 17th Streets to close off the gaps between the permanent sections of the levee during a flood. The DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency is responsible for the gap at Fort McNair.In other words, without the levee, AND the three closures in place, an overbank flood would inundate the orange area.



17th Street Levee in the Monumental Core

Elevation Contour (2-ft)
Existing FEMA Floodplain
Proposed FEMA Floodplain

NEW FEMA 
100-YR FLOODPLAIN

EXISTING FEMA 
100-YR FLOODPLAIN
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I want to talk through the implications of the 17th Street levee closure improvements.  If a levee is deemed unacceptable, FEMA can not consider it as protection from a flood event. The map here shows the new 100 year floodplain map for the Monumental Core assuming the 17th Street levee closure is not improved.  So, when the USACE declared the 17th Street Levee unacceptable, that in turn, triggered FEMA to draft new floodplain maps, called FIRMS, for downtown.  The impact of this map is as follows:  first, if in fact, the levee could not withstand a flood, these areas are at risk for flooding.  Second, for federal facilities and other public and private sector buildings in this blue area, new – and expensive – requirements are triggered.  This would mean flood insurance and tougher building standards for private buildings, and for federal buildings, the need to meet tougher building requirements for new construction and for renovation.  The levee at 17th Street is located on NPS property, but the impacts of the proposed 100 year flood plain fall on other groups.   When the interagency process started to come up with a solution for the 17th Street closure, there was a great deal of interest in trying to have the improvements done before the FIRMs became official.  Unfortunately, we didn’t quite make the deadline, and the FIRM maps went into effect in September 2010.Here’s what the District did to prepare for the flood maps going into effect.The requested and received a CLOMAR from FEMA – this basically says, when we get the levee improvements done and certified, FEMA will revised the maps.Second, they conducted a public outreach campaign to the affected  private property owners to notify them of the need to obtain flood insurance.  There is a program that congress set up that allows property owners that find themselves in this “ I wasn’t in a flood plain but now I am” circumstance to obtain flood insurance at reduced rates.



17th Street Temporary Levee

Elevation Contour (2-ft)
Existing FEMA Floodplain
Proposed FEMA Floodplain
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This image helps to explain some of the challenges of the 17th Street Levee improvement.  Located on the grounds of the National Mall just northwest of the Washington Monument and north of the WW II memorial, any design proposed needs to fit seamlessly into this important cultural and historic setting. So the key issues were –Figure out an appropriate design solution and move the project through many levels of approvals rapidly.Find the fundingDetermine responsibilities for getting the work done and for providing resources.Starting with a charette in June of 2008, NCPC has worked with a great team from the Corps of Engineers, National Park Service, the Commission of Fine Arts, the District Historic Preservation Officer, the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation, the District Office of Planning, and Department of Transportation, WMATA and the Smithsonian to develop design alternatives. This design has receive authorization from NCPC and the Commission of Fine Arts, and has completed it’s NEPA and Section 106 review. For those of you familiar with these processes, it is a testament to the cooperation and hard work of the inter-agency team that this kind of project on the National Mall could be developed and reviews completed this rapidly.The USACE is using $4.6 million in funding from the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act to complete the structural components of the project.  The NPS has identified $1.5 million in funding to complete the cladding, grading, landscaping and hardscaping adjacent to the project.  The NPS and the District of Columbia government had previously provided $700,000 and $2.8 million, respectively, for design development and environmental and historic review.  This brings the project cost, in total, to $9.6 million.   



17th Street Levee Design
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So here’s the design.  It consists of two symmetrical curved walls linked by a post and panel system. The walls would be about 9 feet tall and 120 feet long. The post and panel system would be about 140 feet long, and the posts and panels would be stored off site..  The project includes a removable post and panel system across 17th Street south of Constitution Avenue. Posts will be set into a structural grade beam spanning 17th Street, and the panels will be flanked by two symmetrical concrete flood walls that tie into raised berms at the east and west end of the structure. The flood walls and the grade beam will be clad in granite. When not in use, the post and panel system will be stored off site. As a result of the grading associated with the construction of the closure system, most of the existing trees and the walkway leading from the Overlook Terrace to the Lock Keepers House will need to be reconstructed.  This includes the 17th Street closure structure to the 185-year flood level, the final surface treatment of the exposed portions of the wall (stone cladding) and all of the associated earthwork, landscaping and hardscaping.  In addition, the post and panel system will be stored off-site, rather than on the west side of 17th Street. 



Oblique view of levee improvements looking southwest, 
without trees

Oblique view of levee improvements looking southwest, without treesOblique view of levee improvements looking southwest, without trees
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The walls would be about 9 feet tall and 120 feet long. The post and panel system would be about 140 feet long, and the posts and panels would be stored off site.  The project includes a removable post and panel system across 17th Street south of Constitution Avenue. Posts will be set into a structural grade beam spanning 17th Street, and the panels will be flanked by two symmetrical concrete flood walls that tie into raised berms at the east and west end of the structure. The flood walls and the grade beam will be clad in granite. When not in use, the post and panel system will be stored off site.    



Sandbag, earthen berm & Jersey barrier closure at 17th Street
Reflecting Pool levee
Sandbag closure at 23rd Street
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The remaining portions of the project, specifically those actions related to raising the levee to meet the Congressionally-authorized level of protection (185 year flood) at 23rd Street, NW, in areas along the existing berm running parallel to the Lincoln Reflecting Pool, and at the overlook terrace in Constitution Gardens, will be constructed at a future date when funding becomes available.  These portions of the levee currently are built to the 100-year flood protection level.  The USACE has already hired a private contractor to complete the structural work, which is being mobilized.  When approvals are secured for the project work described in this report, the intent is to complete all of the Phase 1 and Phase 2 work.  Once the work is completed and certified, the District of Columbia government will request that FEMA provide a Letter of Map Revision. 



Anacostia River Flooding
 Hydrologic Factors

 Originates in Bladensburg, MD
 8.4 miles long, tidal from headwaters
 Highly urbanized
 “Flashy” upstream -- quick response to 

rainfall
 Normally sluggish – flow can take 30 days, 

100 days in low water flow periods
 90% wetlands loss
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While I won’t focus on the Anacostia during this presentation, flood protection is also an issue.  The Anacostia River originates in Bladensburg, Maryland where the Northwest and Northeast Branches meet, and flows southward for 8.4 miles until it runs into the Potomac River at Haines Point. The Anacostia is tidal from its headwaters, and flows slowly -- It can take more than 30 days for water to flow from Bladensburg to the Potomac.  As a result of the sluggish flow, sediment, debris, and pollutants are not easily flushed downstream.



Anacostia River Flooding
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The Anacostia does flood, as you can see from this slide showing inundation of the Navy Yard. As a result of new policies adopted after Hurricane Katrina, the Corps deemed all 5 levees in DC to be unacceptable. The levees were deemed unacceptable for various reasons, including the Corps’ assessment that repairs are needed on 3 of the levees and the presence of trees in the natural berm sections of some of the levees. Tree roots weaken the structural integrity of berms if high winds uproot the trees.  The repairs of the levees around the Anacostia River have been completed by the the various property owners, including the federal government to attain Corps certification.  NPS worked with the Corps to remove the vegetation and trees at the Poplar Point levee and to make any additional necessary repairs. Navy officials have removed all of the vegetation and trees at the Naval Station levee and addressed some additional and more significant issues with the seawall along their property.
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Flood Control: Washington Levees
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In the 1950s, Congress authorized the Corps to design and construct five permanent levees in the Anacostia watershed, largely as a result of the 1942 Flood.  One is the Levee on the Mall.  There are two other levee systems east of the Anacostia – one in Poplar Point and one at the Naval Station.  Both of these levees serve to protect mostly federal property from Anacostia River flooding.Beyond the federal riverfront property the topography rises enough to mostly eliminate any risk of overbank flooding. Theses levees along the Anacostia River which have been improved to post Katrina standards by various federal and local governments.  Improvements have also been made upstream in Maryland



Hurricane Storm Surge Map
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So, that’s the story on riverbank flooding.  A second type of flood risk we identified earlier is the kind caused by a rise in the river level due to high winds brought by storms and hurricanes. In 2009 FEMA completed the Washington DC Metropolitan Area Hurricane Storm Surge Mapping Report. The Hurricane Storm Surge Map, shown here, is used by local emergency management agencies to develop the hurricane evacuation plans. While the map looks identical to the FEMA floodplain map, the storm surge map does not trigger compliance requirements for property insurance or the Executive Orders pertaining to floodplains and wetlands. Although it may be difficult to see at this scale, the map identifies essential public facilities such as the Metro train lines, schools, hospitals and public safety buildings. The areas vulnerable to flooding are also color coded to indicate which areas will be affected depending on the category of hurricane.  It will be up to the DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency to develop the Hurricane Evacuation Plan for the District of Columbia.Something to think about with this kind of flooding and with the other flood mapping is what other factors may be shaping flooding. Changing climate conditions and sea level rise may exacerbate flooding risk. We know that the Chesapeake Bay is rising, although the reasons for this are not clear. Development throughout the watersheds feeding into this area is changing how fast floodwaters peak, and the intensity of that peak.  



June 2006 Urban Drainage Flood

 June 19th started a wet 
weather pattern 

 June 25th - June 27th --
intense tropical 
downpours 

 Heaviest rainfall Sunday 
evening June 25th - early 
Monday, June 26th

 Total rainfall on June 
25th was 7.09 inches 
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And then there is the third type of flood risk – Urban drainage overflow.June 2006 will be remembered for the numerous rainfall records that were set in Washington.Over a 24-hour period, the rainfall was equivalent to the expected rainfall for a 50-year storm event.  However, over the most intense 6-hour period of the storm, the rainfall was equal to a 200-year storm. The June flooding that would result from the heavy rainfall, was not overbank flooding, thus the levee was not relevant.  In fact, the Potomac River would remain below flood stage through the entire event.  This flooding was urban drainage flooding and was the result of too much stormwater for the sewer system to handle.



June 2006 Urban Drainage Flooding

 Flooded Federal Facilities:
 National Archives, IRS 

HQ, Justice, Commerce
 Smithsonian, Zoo, 

National Gallery
 Study Results

 Rainfall > 200-year 
event in 6-hour period

 Started earlier than 
expected

 Dissipated without  clear 
explanation

 Rivers did not exceed 
flood stage
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Four federal office buildings were closed from flooding: the IRS HQ, Commerce, Justice, and the National Archives.  Several Smithsonian buildings along Constitution Ave also flooded, along with the National Gallery of Art. The National Zoo banned cars because of flooding in the parking lot.  Rock Creek Parkway became impassable and had to close when Rock Creek overflowed.PEPCO shut off electricity to the entire Federal Triangle area once the flooding started because it is all on the same power grid.Shortly after the flooding, GSA retained an independent, private consultant to determine the cause of the flooding and to make recommendations to prevent future flooding. The GSA consultant looked at a number of factors, but was unable to determine conclusively why the Federal Triangle area flooded so badly and so quickly in this instance.  However, this incident pointed out the limited capacity of the sewer system.  The concentration of key federal buildings in this area – which is essentially the low spot for drainage – gives good reason for a continuing investigation as to what caused the flooding and what can be done to prevent it from happening again.



Federal Triangle Storm Sewer Study

 Partner Agencies
 MOU: GSA, Smithsonian, DCOP, DC Water, 

DDOE, FEMA and NCPC
 WMATA, NPS, Archives, NGA involved
Purpose
 Understand the cause of the 2006 flood
 Study possibility of early warning system
 Identify a range of flood mitigation alternatives 

and evaluate each in terms  of cost and 
effectiveness
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NCPC is currently facilitating a multi-agency study looking at the storm water conditions in the federal triangle.
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Questions?

Julia Koster
National Capital Planning Commission
Julia.Koster@ncpc.gov
202.482.7211
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